Genomic evaluations are calculated using deregressed predicted transmitting abilities (PTA) from traditional evaluations to estimate effects of single nucleotide polymorphisms. The direct genomic value (sum of an animal's marker effects) should be consistent with traditional PTA, which is the case for bulls. However, traditional PTA of yield traits (milk, fat, and protein) for genotyped cows are higher than their direct genomic values. To ensure that characteristics of cow PTA for yield traits were more similar to those for bull PTA, mean and variance of cow Mendelian sampling (PTA minus parent average) were adjusted to be similar to those of bulls. The same adjustments were used for all genotyped cows in a breed. To determine gains in reliabilities, predictions were made for bulls with August 2010 evaluations that did not have traditional evaluations in August 2006. By adjusting cow PTA and parent averages of genotyped animals, Holstein and Jersey regressions of August 2010 deregressed PTA on genomic evaluations based on August 2006 data became closer to 1 for the adjusted predictor population compared with the unadjusted predictor population. Evaluation bias was decreased for Holsteins when the predictor population was adjusted. Mean gain in reliability over parent average increased 3.5 percentage points across yield traits for Holsteins and 0.9 percentage points for Jerseys when the predictor population was adjusted. The accuracy of genomic evaluations for Holsteins and Jerseys was increased through better use of information from cows.
Technical Note
Genomic evaluations based on the BovineSNP50 Genotyping BeadChip (Illumina Inc., 2011) have revolutionized selection of dairy cattle since their introduction in April 2008 (VanRaden et al., 2008) . The evaluations are based on estimates of SNP effects derived from predictor animals, which are genotyped animals with traditional evaluations. The accuracy of all genomic evaluations increases with the size of the predictor population (VanRaden and Sullivan, 2009) . For cows to contribute to accuracy, their traditional evaluations must be comparable with those of bulls. However, the evaluations of elite cows have been inflated compared with those of bulls.
Cow evaluations have been included in US genomic evaluations since their inception. Early studies (P. M. VanRaden, unpublished data) did not show much gain from doing so, but the industry was interested in including cow evaluations and hoped that a way could be found to increase their value. One problem with cow evaluations was that differences between PTA and direct genomic value (sum of an animal's marker effects) calculated with bull-only SNP effects and excluding polygenic effects were centered on 0 for bulls, but the majority of cows had a higher PTA than direct genomic value, which indicated that the traditional PTA was too high. Another problem was that some SNP effects in the pseudoautosomal region of the X chromosome were unusually large and appeared to be capturing a sex difference. Calculations for SNP effects should not be influenced by the gender composition of the contributing population.
One approach to decreasing inflation of cow evaluations is to decrease heritability. However, this solution was not endorsed by the industry. Preferential treatment of cow families also may cause inflated cow evaluations. Preferential treatment is defined as any management practice that increases production of a favored group of animals compared with their contemporaries and has been shown to increase bias of cow evaluations linearly (Kuhn et al., 1994) . Because herd size has increased over time, preferential treatment has been assumed to be unlikely, but the high prices paid for cows with superior evaluations make superior evaluations quite valuable. Another source of bias may result from the use of external production stimulants such as bovine somatotropin (Tsuruta et al., 2000) . The problem of bias extends beyond the cow herself. Bulls that have daughters with biased evaluations also have inflated PTA (Kuhn and Freeman, 1995) . Bias due to selection based on pedigree is present for both males and females in the genotyped population and, therefore, is not considered a female-specific cause of bias. To correct bias in traditional evaluations, methods to adjust abnormal test-day yields have been implemented (Wiggans et al., 2003) .
Adjustment of cow evaluations may improve their contribution to accuracy of genomic evaluations. Canavesi and Finocchiaro (2010) investigated ways to decrease bias in evaluations of production and conformation traits of Italian bull dams. Females have not been included in the predictor populations in Canada (Schenkel et al., 2009) , Germany (Reinhardt et al., 2009) , and New Zealand (Spelman et al., 2010) because of concerns about bias. Spelman et al. (2010) noted a small increase in genetic gain per dollar spent on genotyping for females in New Zealand. The approach taken in the United States was to make cow evaluations more like bull evaluations so that they no longer would distort estimation of SNP effects. An adjustment was implemented in April 2010 for genotyped Holstein and Jersey cows that decreased the variance and mean of their evaluations and similarly adjusted dam contribution to parent average (PA) (Cooper et al., 2010) . The objective of this report is to describe the development of the April 2010 adjustment of cow evaluations for use in genomic evaluations.
To adjust for bias in cow evaluations, values for deregressed Mendelian sampling (DMS) were calculated as (PTA -PA)/R, where R = DE progeny /(DE progeny + DE PA + 1) and DE = daughter equivalents ( VanRaden and Wiggans, 1991) . The DMS were made to be similar to those of bulls through variance and mean adjustments. Variance adjustment (VA) was calculated as the standard deviation of bull DMS divided by the standard deviation of cow DMS. Mean adjustment (MA) was the difference between bull and cow DMS after variance adjustment. The VA and MA were used to calculate adjusted deregressed PTA (DPTA adj ): DPTA adj = VA(DMS -MA) + PA. The deregression then was reversed to obtain adjusted PTA (PTA adj ): PTA adj = (1 -R)PA + R(DPTA adj ). Adjustments were made to yield traits for all genotyped females and the maternal portion of PA (PA adj ) for all genotyped males and females. The DPTA for fat and protein percentages were not directly adjusted, but their PTA were recalculated from PTA adj for milk, fat, and protein yields.
The VA and MA were calculated based on cows and bulls with August 2009 traditional evaluations, which were grouped by similar evaluation reliability. Then, VA and MA each were averaged across groups so that all genotyped cows and dams of genotyped animals received the same adjustment. Development of April 2010 adjustments did not include imputed dams as defined by ; consequently, only adjustments for Holsteins and Jerseys are shown in Table 1 because of the small number of genotyped Brown Swiss cows.
To assess the effect of adjustment of cow evaluations on genomic prediction, 3 predictor populations were examined: (1) cows excluded (bulls-only predictor population), (2) cows included using unadjusted traditional PTA (unadjusted predictor population), and (3) cows included using PTA adj for all genotyped (Table 3) were close to 1 for Holsteins (0.81 to 1.02 across predictor populations). Regression coefficients should be close to 1 or the expected regression coefficients calculated by Olson et al. (2011) for a 1-unit difference in genomic evaluation to result in a 1-unit change in the trait. Using the unadjusted predictor population resulted in regression coefficients furthest from 1. With the bulls-only predictor population, regressions were improved by a mean of 0.07 across milk, fat, and protein yields. With the adjusted predictor population, regressions were closer to 1 compared with the unadjusted predictor population. Regression coefficients were smaller for Jerseys (0.79 to 0.95) than for Holsteins. As with Holsteins, regressions were closer to 1 for the bulls-only predictor population than for the unadjusted predictor population; for Jerseys, the improvement averaged 0.02 for milk, fat, and protein yields.
Bias was defined as 2010 DPTA minus 2006 genomic evaluation (Table 4) . A negative bias indicated that an animal's genomic prediction was higher than its 2010 DPTA. Bias should be close to 0. Bias was decreased for Holsteins but increased for Jerseys when the predictor population was adjusted.
For Holsteins, realized reliability (VanRaden et al., 2009) of bull genomic predictions (Table 5) was lowest for the unadjusted predictor population, with a mean For the bulls-only predictor population, realized reliability increased to a mean of 66.5 percentage points across those yield traits. For the adjusted predictor population, mean realized reliability increased to 67.1 percentage points. For Jerseys, realized reliabilities across milk, fat, and protein yields were lower than for Holsteins but with similar differences between predictor populations (51.6 percentage points for the unadjusted predictor population, 51.9 percentage points for the bulls-only predictor population, and 52.5 percentage points for the adjusted predictor population). The difference between unadjusted and adjusted predictor populations in mean reliability gain over PA for milk, fat, and protein yields increased by 3.5 percentage points for Holstein bulls and 0.9 percentage points for Jersey bulls (Table 6 ). Reliability gains for the adjusted predictor population can be compared with gains from adding predictor animals to the population. Official reliabilities in April 2010 and February 2011 were compared for Holstein bulls that were <2 yr old at each evaluation. Between those 2 evaluations, 7,948 predictor animals were added to the population for estimating SNP effects. Mean genomic reliability for milk, fat, and protein yields increased by 3.8 percentage points for young bulls, which indicates that including cows with PTA adj in the predictor population had a value in increasing reliability gain over PA similar to the addition of the 7,948 predictor animals.
To investigate differences in estimates of SNP effects because of changes in predictor population, Manhattan plots for Holstein yield traits were created for the unadjusted and adjusted predictor populations. Most of the 43,382 SNP had small effects on protein yield that were distributed evenly across all chromosomes (Figure 1 ). For the unadjusted predictor population, a large SNP effect on protein yield was found in the pseudoautosomal region of the X chromosome (X PAR ). However, that large SNP effect was no longer present for the adjusted predictor population. Manhattan plots for milk and fat yields (not shown) followed similar patterns. Although the model for genomic prediction does not include a specific effect for sex, sex differences may be expressed at X PAR because cows carry 2 copies of SNP there, whereas bulls carry only 1 copy. When cow and bull allele frequencies were similar, X PAR accounted for the differences in cow and bull PTA due to bias in cow PTA. When bias was removed from cow PTA in the adjusted predictor population, X PAR SNP effects were decreased to more typical levels. The adjustment implemented in April 2010 made genomic evaluations not comparable with traditional evaluations for cows. To address that problem, a more comprehensive adjustment of all cow evaluations was implemented in April 2011 so that evaluations of nongenotyped cows would be comparable with those of genotyped cows.
Another industry concern was that the large number of cows recently being genotyped with a low-density marker panel might not require the same adjustment as genotyped cows used to estimate the April 2010 adjustment. Because the accuracy of genomic evaluations continues to increase as the number of predictor animals increases, including cows with adjusted tradi- tional evaluations should give more accurate genomic predictions than can be obtained by using only bulls for the predictor population.
